Notice by the General Board

Response to the marking and assessment boycott: Date for receipt of class-lists

31 August 2023

The Regent House, by ballot in the Easter Term, approved an amended Grace in respect of dates for submission of class-lists (Reporter, 6700, 2022–23, p. 667). This Grace granted authority to allow the Registrary, notwithstanding the Ordinances for the Dates of Examinations and for the Approval of Class-lists (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 254 and p. 258), to accept a list later than the day or time prescribed by Ordinance.

For Examinations for the Tripos and Preliminary Examinations for which class-lists were expected but not received in June 2023¹, the General Board gives notice that the latest date on which the Registrary may accept those class-lists shall be Monday, 16 October 2023. This is also the date by which the Board is asking for lists of those recommended for awards to be submitted by Degree Committees, and for the delivery of any remaining lists of approved marks and class-lists, for examinations with no prescribed deadline that were conducted in Easter Term 2023.

Boards of Examiners may seek permission exceptionally from the General Board for the 16 October deadline to be extended. Such applications should explain the reasons for the delay, and indicate the date by which the class-lists will be submitted.

¹ In accordance with Regulation 5 of the Ordinance for the Dates of Examinations (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 254).